Abstract. This article presents a method that without any prior knowledge of a network of cameras, in an automatic and in an on-line mode, estimates their positional relation. The developed method is also able to adapt the estimation of the topology automatically, if some change is made on the network, as adding or removing cameras, and changing the position relative to the adjacent ones. To compute the topological map of a sparse network of cameras, our approach registers events, generated by the entrance and exit of agents (persons or movable objects) from the visible area of the cameras. These events are classified as IN and OUT respectively, and they are stored and associated according to a predefined logic based on the measured entropy level of the overall of events, and joined in relation groups. These groups are then analyzed to infer the topological map. However, it is necessary to develop approaches to avoid and eliminate redundancy of data and remove false relations between the sensors. By this, to achieve reliable results and to prevent loss of data, a method is proposed to adjust the computation of the acquired data based on the entropy evaluation. Then, two algorithms are used to combine the events and to create the relation groups at predefined levels of entropy. Based on the categorization of the relation of the events and groups, is possible to estimate the topological information of sparse networks of cameras. Our experimental results show that, even in situations where there is a significant disorder in the registered events, our method is robust and performs valid estimations.
Introduction
The increase of size, complexity and with the integration of many devices into networks of cameras, or even considering multi-modal networks of sensors, the information about the topological relation between each node becomes even more important to manage the network. We call the activity of defining the topological map of a network of sensors as the topological calibration.
Since in many situations the networks of cameras are wide and sparse, not all the cameras have their fields of view overlapping, so, the traditional methods for single cameras or manual calibration procedures are unacceptable or not applicable. Then, a system that can perform an automatic estimation and in online mode is required to update the information about each node of the network dynamically. Based on the analysis of the paths crossed by mobile agents, we have designed a method that is able to estimate the topological relationship between each network node. The proposed method analyzes the traveling of agents and registers independently for each camera when they enter and exit in the correspondent field of view, generating events of entrance and exit respectively, without using person/object identification. With this data captured by the cameras, an analysis of the entropy of all the system is made in an online mode too. According to the calculated level of entropy of the system, all the captured events are then tentatively paired and joined in similar groups using two simple and lightweight algorithms. Based on the relation of the paired events, different types of routes between the fields of view of the cameras can be established. The false pairings are removed using vector quantization based filters as explained later. As a final step, the detected routes are then categorized, from a predefined set of types, to set up the probabilistic topological information of distributed cameras. This autonomous calibration ability can be considered a step towards the larger goal of self-configuring intelligent systems.
Related scientific works on sensor networks are recent [1, 2, 3, 4] , starting to be an important area of research. In the work developed on [1, 2, 3] the outcome is generally a graph where the vertices represent embedded sensors in the region, and the edges indicate navigability. These techniques use only detection events from the deployed sensors and are based on reconstructing plausible agents' trajectories. However, these algorithms require significant prior knowledge regarding local traffic patterns that limit its general applicability. Another drawback of these methods is that, they are computational heavy and they work just in the offline mode, as all the data needs to be collected previously.
The method presented in [4] applies a method to perform offline tracking using all the data sets captured previously. This technique detects objects in the captured images independently to obtain the positions and times of the objects which enter and exit in the field of view of the cameras. The formed groups are finally passed through a vector quantization algorithm to filter the correct ones. Analyzing [4] , one of the biggest problems of the method is the necessity of finding a temporal relation between the cameras, i.e., events that have a time difference above a manually determined threshold, are discarded. Another limitation of this method is the requirement to have a huge amount of captured events to be able to estimate the topological map accurately, and the fact that it can only be used in an offline mode.
Recently there has been a shift towards more complex approaches incorporating advanced probabilistic techniques and graph models [5, 6] . The traditional sensor network assumption of homogeneous systems of impoverished nodes is making way for tiered architectures that incorporate network components of some computational sophistication [7] . Note that a hierarchical arrangement based on computational power holds true for several real world sensor networks, especially in data collection systems [8] . One problem in sensor networks that occasionally requires above average computational effort is the processing of distributed and poorly-informative observations. For example, in [9] , event detections alone were used for the tracking of multiple targets using Markov Chain Monte Carlo. Similarly, [10] approached a traffic monitoring problem using limited sensor data observations through a stochastic sampling technique. Recently hybrid robot/sensor network systems have been employed to address SLAM issues. Examples include [11] in their use of an extended Kalman filter, and [12] who incorporate inter-sensor range data from a deployed sensor network in their approach. The work on [13] , presents a method for automatically building a global model of the activity in a large site using video streams from multiple cameras. In a typical outdoor urban monitoring scenario, multiple targets such as people and cars move independently on a common ground plane.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 provides the interest and motivation of this study and presents an overview about the related work available in the literature that is important to analyze considering the methods proposed in this work. In section 2 our method to estimate the topological map of a sparse network of cameras is presented. Section 3 describes some illustrative results obtained considering real scenarios. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future work is outlined in section 4.
Contribution to Value Creation
A route is an important element for our method, since it establishes a direct relation between the fields of view of the cameras. In our method, a route is constituted by two paired IN/OUT events. These events are related with the entrance and exit of the field of view of a camera, respectively. An IN event is registered when an agent enters inside of the field of view and an OUT event is registered when an agent leaves it. Then, analyzing the types of the routes it is possible to infer the topology of the network. However, using such approach based on events analysis, a problem emerges when through a sparse network of cameras there are many people passing across the sensors. Potentially, this will lead to the generation of routes that do not describe the real relation between the sensors, which we named as invalid routes. Consequently, the algorithm presented in this study, faces some issues, inherent to the movement of people: different people move without any coordination with other people; more than one person can travel within the network at the same time; more than one person can go across different paths. These scenarios may be considered and cannot be treated as normal situations due to the low probability of getting valid routes. Accordingly, a method needs to be developed to detect such situations and to perform a differentiated action.
Direct Voting Method
In this section we will introduce a method to join similar routes into groups. Assuming that a group is represented by , , where i and j denote the camera which has captured the beginning point and the end point of a route, respectively; E i and E j denominate the nature of the event (if it is an IN or OUT event) captured by the camera i and j, respectively. Using a mathematical notation, the events are represented as:
(1)
In detail, this method will receive and grab an event from one sensor, and when the next event is received, it creates a pair with these two events, generating a route. Therefore, this route will be voted in the correspondent group. This process is repeated for all the created routes. Furthermore, there will be groups with more votes than others. The difference of size (number of votes) between the groups is used to estimate false ones. In Figure 1 are depicted two cameras and theirs fields of view. The IN/OUT events are represented as well. Note that depending on the direction of the agent movement, the IN/OUT events may be registered in different zones. With reference to the Figure  1 , the procedure of the Direct Voting Method (DVM), for collecting tentative pairs of IN/OUT events, is described. Supposing a single person traveling from the left to the right, and going step by step, the algorithm firstly registers the IN 1 event and then the IN 2 . These two events are paired and it is generated the route IN 1 -IN 2 . The algorithm will vote it on group G , , . Using the same procedure, the following routes are generated as well, IN 2 -OUT 1 , OUT 1 -OUT 2 . The correspondent votes are on the following groups: G , , , G , , , respectively. These routes can be named as valid routes because they infer the real relation of the cameras in study.
Area Voting Method
The Area Voting Method (AVM) tries to pair an event with the closest events in time, in order to find valid routes as much as possible. The AVM follows a sliding window design. This sliding window has a predefined length in terms of number of events, let's say N. In this method, an event is paired with the others N events within the window. After this process, the window is shifted. The older event is removed and a new one is added, that should be the consecutive event of the most recent within the window. Then, all the process is repeated again. This method induces an increase of the probability of getting valid routes, in situations of higher disorder. However, it is computationally demanding, compared with the DVM. Let's introduce a hypothetical sequence of events registered from 5 cameras:
The AVM technique will pair the first event with the second and vote on the correspondent group; will pair the first with the third and vote; will pair the first with the fourth and will repeat this process until the last event within the sliding window. Next iteration, the second event is paired with the others events in the same way as explained for the first event. This process is repeated for all the events.
Entropy Analysis
Since we tend to develop an automatic system able to estimate the topological relation of a network and perform it without Human intervention, is needed a process to estimate which voting method is the fitter for different situations during the events' registration. The entropy indicates the disorder of a system and it is a measure of the amount of information [15] , and particularly in this study, it will inform about the probability of registering valid routes. It is possible to estimate the entropy of the system by analyzing the number of events per camera in a time frame. This means, from a starting period t 0 to t 1 a set of events are registered. Then, the following formula may be applied:
From the equation (2) the summation is over the total number of cameras, defining each one, a state i that the system can be in. The P i are the probabilities for the system to be in these states, this means, the probability of an event be registered in the camera i. It is assumed in this work that the probability distribution over the set of cameras is a uniform distribution. Then, P i is given by:
With the number of people going across the network increasing, the rate of generation of events increases as well. Consequently, the absolute level of entropy follows the same trend. Considering the possibility to predict situations where the disorder of the registered events is substantial, using the analysis's entropy, the objective is to anticipate these cases and choose automatically, which voting method is fitter to be used.
Filters
In this chapter will be presented some tools to detect which groups and routes may be considered as invalid. The first one is based on the type of routes that each group contains. Using the types of routes presented in the work [4] , groups that do not match with any of those types, are eliminated. After the previous filter, in each group it is applied a vector quantization technique, LBG [14] , to remove possible false routes. The LBG algorithm allows filtering the groups voted least, considering them false routes, and thus removing them from the following steps of the method. Finally, the smaller groups have a lower probability of being valid and they can be discarded.
From the remaining groups, a semantic analysis is performed to classify certain types of groups that are unique to indicate a relationship between cameras.
Groups Classification. As already explained, each group contains all the routes of the same type and with the same characteristics. Thus, if a group does not fit with any of the 5 types presented in [4] , it is constituted only by invalid routes, so it can be deleted. After this process, remain only the candidates to be valid groups and the next filters to be presented will try to remove potential invalid routes and groups.
Filtering False Routes. For each registered event, we save its coordinates on the image, the ID of the respective camera, the time of its acquisition and if it is an IN or OUT event. Before executing the LBG algorithm, every route in each set is mapped into a 5D space, using the following vector notation:
This notation comprises the image coordinates of the beginning and end points and the transit time between them. After that, the norm of the difference between each vector and the code-vector is calculated. The norm of each vector is then compared with the mean and the standard deviation of all the norms, as is demonstrated in the following equation.
In the equation (5) μ v and σ v denote the mean and the standard deviation of all the norms, respectively and c is a constant that defines the range of acceptance. Typically, this constant varies within the interval [1] [2] and with it, good results are obtained. After the comparison, the norm of the vectors that do not respect the equation (5) are considered as invalids and are eliminated. Hopefully, since in the false sets the routes are more spread, is probable that this filter could eliminate more routes than in the valid sets.
Cleaning False Groups. At the first stage, the number of routes on each set is calculated and afterward the following restriction, represented by the equation (6) is applied.
Where n i is the number of routes in the set i, μ b and σ b denote the mean and the standard deviation of the numbers of the routes in the sets, respectively. The constant c establishes the range of acceptability for the sets. Typically, this constant assumes the value 1 and with it, good results are obtained. For each set, if the number of routes that constitute a set do not satisfy the condition imposed by the equation (6), this set is considered as a false set, and it is removed. After the capture of a certain number of events and after the LBG algorithm to be performed through all the sets, it is expected that the number of routes within the valid sets is much higher that the invalid sets.
Steps for the Topological Map Algorithm
In this section is presented all the steps by the algorithm to estimate the topology of the network, in the correct order.
1. Capture and Entropy. During a short period a group of events should be captured to perform the entropy's analysis. The experiments were made with 1 minute of time, concerning the scenario used. Indeed, this slice of time to be used on the entropy's analysis should be adjusted for different situations. 2. Analysis Entropy's and Votes. Let's assume that during 1 minute are captured 50 events and then is performed the entropy's analysis. With this analysis and with the predefined levels, the best method is chosen to be executed. Furthermore, the 50 events are paired and voted using that method. 3. Vote up to a Limit. The previous two steps are executed until a threshold is reached. Let's define this threshold as 500 votes made. When this threshold is reached, the filters are applied to the sets, as will be explained in the following steps. 4. Remove Sets without a type associated. After the conclusion of the previous stage, the types of routes of all the sets are compared with the five types defined previously. In the cases that a match is not found, the sets are removed. 5. Sum the reversed Sets. With the remaining sets from the previous step, the correspondent reversed sets are found and added together. 6. Execution of the LBG Algorithm. In this stage, the LBG algorithm is performed. Consequently, the sets will contain less aggregated routes. 7. Remove Invalid Sets. After the application of the LBG algorithm, the sets that do not have enough votes are eliminated. 8. Semantic Information. Perform a semantic analysis. Incoherence in the obtained sets should be controlled. 9. Topological Map Extraction. The topological information can be extracted from the sets that survived to the filters.
Experimental Results
The events that are captured in real scenarios can be modeled as a stochastic process. This can be done because there is always a probability associated in determining which event is the next and the future events are independent of the past events, they depend only upon the present event. Using a matrix with all the transition probabilities is possible to model the people traveling within the network and passing through determined places. The Figure 2 depicts, in a general way, the matrix with the transition probabilities. Each camera has two types of events, so each camera will generate two possible stages in the matrix of the transition probabilities. One property of this matrix is that in each line the sum of the probabilities is always equal to 1, because all the possible events are being considering in the matrix. Each value , , represents the probability of being detected an event E i in the camera i and the next event happens in the camera j with the type E j . These probabilities should be consistent with the design and the ordering of the cameras, this means, the probability of the next event should be adequate to what is the present event. With this matrix constructed, the process will jump between the lines, triggering events. The generated events are captured and the algorithm to estimate the topology is executed as explained before. This process runs until the user stops the execution. The matrix presented in Figure 3 models an experimental scenario illustrated in Figure 6 . As is possible to conclude, the probabilities in this matrix vary with the proximity of the cameras and with the paths, which in this case are the corridors that connects these cameras. The other remaining distribution of probabilities over the other possible cases has the objective to model the situations where some captured routes are not valid, generating then false relations. We conducted several simulations to confirm the robustness of the proposed method. With the simulations was possible to stress the system and test our method in harder situations. Analysing the Figure 3 and Figure 6 , the camera 1 and camera 2 have their fields of view overlapping; the camera 3 and 4 have their fields of view overlapping as well and finally, the camera 5 doesn't share its field of view with any camera. The results obtained with our method, should indicate this configuration and the same relation of the cameras. As is possible to conclude analyzing the Figure 3 , the probability of the generation of valid routes is situated below or equal than 30%. This value demonstrates how much chaotic can be the system to be modulated to achieve good estimations.
The following figures depict the graph obtained, in different steps, during the execution of our method. The arcs in the graphs indicate that between those nodes there is a route connecting them. Moreover, if an arc has an arrow, this means that there is an overlapping area. Before performing any filter, all groups are available, as is illustrated in the Figure 4 . However, the Figure 4 presents some routes that are invalid, represented as the arrows pointed for the same node. These arrows are indicating that there is an overlapping area with itself camera, and since this information is not meaningful for the objective of the topological calibration, they can be removed. Applying all the steps of the algorithm, the graph will be updated as the results of each step are obtained and introduced in the following steps. The final estimate of the topological calibration is represented in the Figure 5 . Analysing this graph, the results obtained with our algorithm are correct when compared with the plant of the Figure 6 . All topological relations between the cameras are disposed and represented correctly. In this case, our method achieved 100% of inferring topological relationships. 
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented an overview of related works in building topological map of sensors which may or not contain overlapping areas. We have presented a solution for the problem of relating cameras when their fields of view are overlapping including the scenarios where a set of cameras is sparse over the space. For these cases, the current state of the art related with this subject revealed to be insufficient and with some flaws. In order to test the proposed method, simulations were performed to conclude about its robustness, reliability and validity. The proposed method revealed to be faster to converge, it can work in an on-line mode and it does not need any prior knowledge about the network of cameras. The results obtained are positive and adequate for the requirements initially outlined. Future work should be carried out to develop a method where it might contain the identification of the agents that are traveling within the network. This will be remove the dependency of time and introduce a more reliable relation which is the creation of routes composed by events generated by the same agent.
